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Objectives: This study determines the following for a hypertensive patient population: 1) the
prevalence of patient worldview clusters; 2) differences in medication adherence across these
clusters; and 3) the adherence predictive power of the clusters relative to measures of patients’
concerns over their medication’s cost, side effects, and efficacy.
Methods: Members from patient panels in the UK, Germany, Italy, and Spain were invited to
participate in an online survey that included the Medication Adherence Report Scale-5 (MARS-5)
adherence instrument and a patient segmentation instrument developed by CoMac Analytics,
Inc, based on a linguistic analysis of patient talk. Subjects were screened to have a diagnosis
of hypertension and treatment with at least one antihypertensive agent.
Results: A total of 353 patients completed the online survey in August/September 2011 and
were categorized against three different behavioral domains: 1) control orientation (n=176
respondents [50%] for I, internal; n=177 respondents [50%] for E, external); 2) emotion (n=100
respondents [28%] for P, positive; n=253 respondents [72%] for N, negative); and 3) agency
or ability to act on choices (n=227 respondents [64%] for H, high agency; n=126 [36%] for L,
low agency). Domains were grouped into eight different clusters with EPH and IPH being the
most prevalent (88 respondents [25%] in each cluster). The prevalence of other behavior clusters
ranged from 6% (22 respondents, INH) to 12% (41 respondents, IPL). The proportion of patients
defined as perfectly adherent (scored 25 on MARS-5) varied sharply across the segments: 51%
adherent (45 of 88 respondents) for the IPH vs 8% adherent (2 of 25 respondents) classified as
INL. Side effects, being employed, and stopping medicine because the patient got better were
all significant determinants of adherence in a probit regression model.
Conclusion: By categorizing patients into worldview clusters, we identified wide differences
in adherence that can be used to prioritize interventions and to customize adherence messages.
Also, the predictive power of segments was greater than that for variables measuring concerns
over cost, side effects, and efficacy.
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The low level of adherence to medication regimens is well-known across the spectrum
of chronic illnesses.1 For hypertension, the chronic illness examined in the current
research, medication adherence rates have ranged from 52% to 74%.2 The impact of
these low adherence levels on health care costs3 has led to many efforts to identify
the reasons behind the low adherence rates, and has led to the design of interventions
to raise the low rates. The Adherence Research Network created by the US National
Institutes of Health is evidence of the recognition in the USA of the importance of
raising adherence levels.4 To understand adherence, researchers have examined a wide
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range of variables, including psychological characteristics,
health beliefs, and demographics.5,6 Over 200 variables have
been examined to determine the predictors of adherence and
health behaviors. However, previous approaches have had
little predictive power and/or have relied on epidemiologic
variables that were not amenable to intervention.
Logically, the set of variables used to predict adherence
should guide the interventions to improve adherence. That
is why an effective patient-centered intervention begins with
understanding patients’ decision making. However, simply
identifying the main variables related to adherence is not sufficient, because many of these variables do not point to effective
interventions. Immutable characteristics of the patient, such as
their age and sex, although clearly related to adherence, provide
little guidance on which interventions might alter behavior or
clues as to the messages that might move the patient. Indeed,
messages aimed at such immutable characteristics could be
counterproductive. For example, a patient might resent a
message tied to their age and sex, such as, “As a mature women
you know the importance of taking your blood pressure pills”.
Interventions that address the specific concerns and worldviews
of each patient, ie, patient-centered solutions, are more likely to
increase long-term adherence than generic interventions.
An example of a patient-centered solution is tailored
messaging, defined as:
Any combination of strategies and information intended to
reach one specific person, based on characteristics that are
unique to that person, related to the outcome of interest,
and derived from an individual assessment.7

However, two recent systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials published between 2001 and 2010 shows little
impact of patient-centered messages on outcomes of chronic
illnesses.8,9 One possible explanation is that the messages in
these trials were based on researcher-driven behavioral theories, such as the stages of change model,10 the transtheoretical
model,11 and the health belief model.12 These theories may
not align with the patient’s own point of view.
In the present study, rather than relying on research models, we examine the use of an innovative linguistic model
that is based on patients’ own voices. The survey instrument
used in the current research, the CoMac Analytics Descriptor
(CAD), identifies psycho-socio linguistic characteristics of
patients with hypertension and examines the association of
these characteristics with self-reported adherence.

Overview
All adherence interventions, including those that rely heavily
on technology, have at least an implicit foundation in a model
1540
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of patient’s decision making. For example, an intervention
that cogently reminds patients to take a medication, such
as Vitality GlowCap®,13 relies on memory lapses being an
important cause of missed medications. Interventions that
give small prizes for self-reported adherence, such as the
smart phone application by HealthPrize Incorporated,14 rely
on patients’ adherence decisions being sensitive to short-term
benefits. In these cases, however, if the behavioral model that
underlies an intervention is not accurate, then the interventions will not induce real and sustainable changes. Thus, if
absentmindedness is not an important and persistent cause,
patients could negate a GlowCap®-type intervention by
simply opening and closing their pill bottle. Similarly, even
if the games and prizes in an intervention were attractive,
a patient with an underlying reason to avoid her medication
could refill her prescriptions and claim that she was adherent
solely to qualify for a prize.
McHorney15 has developed the Adherence Estimator®
for Merck & Co, Inc, a survey instrument that is based on a
more nuanced behavioral model than either patients being
absentminded or swayed by small, short-term benefits. Their
instrument attempts to predict “intentional nonadherence”,
specifically medication nonfulfillment and nonpersistence.
Logical interventions flow directly from the patients’ views
generated from this survey. If a patient believes that the
side effects of a medication outweigh its benefits, then the
logical interventions are to find a medication with fewer
side effects or to convince the patient that their assessment
of the net benefits is mistaken. There are similar logical
interventions for the two other causes of low adherence in
this instrument: 1) patients who believe that the medicine
is too costly, or 2) patients who believe that the medication
lacks efficacy. The key questions with this instrument are
the extent to which beliefs about cost, efficacy, and side
effects determine adherence and the extent to which those
beliefs can be altered.
Another survey based on a more nuanced behavioral
model is the Patient Activation Measure (PAM®) developed
by Hibbard and Cunningham16 at the University of Oregon,
Eugene, OR, USA. PAM® is a 13-item instrument measuring patients’ knowledge, skill, and confidence in managing
their health. The interventions that flow logically from
this survey are to increase the patient’s knowledge of their
disease and medication, their skill managing their illness,
and their confidence that their actions will improve their
health. Again, the payoff for these interventions depends
on knowledge, skill, and confidence, being the main drivers of adherence, and whether interventions can change
those factors.
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9
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The CoMac Analytics, Inc survey instrument is aimed at
better identifying the behavioral determinants of adherence.17
The components of the behavioral model that are the basis of
this instrument are fairly standard in the adherence literature.
These are: 1) whether a patient’s control orientation (based
on locus of control) is external or internal;18 2) whether
a patient’s emotional state is negative or positive;19 and
3) whether a patient’s agency (based on self-efficacy) or
willingness to act is high or low.20 What is novel about this
approach is that this instrument is based on differences in
the language used by patients with different worldviews. For
example, while a question may appear to be about the efficacy
of a medication, the response a patient chooses can provide
insight into their locus of control. Someone who selects the
response to a question about their medication’s effectiveness,
“I believe my medicine is effective”, is revealing a different
worldview than a patient selecting the response, “People say
my medicine is effective”, although both responses indicate
that the medication is effective. An advantage of relying
on linguistic clues is that it is much harder for a patient to
adjust their responses so as to appear better or to please the
interviewer. A further advance is the use of three constructs
(control orientation, emotion, and agency) in one survey.
Having a three-construct instrument facilitates the creation
of messages targeted to the patient’s specific worldview.
While the Adherence Estimator® and PAM® instruments
are “one size fits all” conditions, the CoMac Descriptor™ is
specific to the illness, because it relies on patients identifying
the language used by other patients who have illness. To be
salient to the patient, the questions must reflect their daily
lives, eg, for patients with diabetes, the CoMac diabetes
instrument has questions about situations in which they
must make choices about sugar-laden foods. For patients
with hypertension, the instrument has questions about saltladen foods. This specificity and relevance necessitates a
longer instrument. The number of questions in the CoMac
Descriptor™ varies according to the illness. The version for
hypertension used in the current study has 25 questions.
Because there is a close connection between the questions
and the potential messages in an intervention, the CoMac
Descriptor™ must go beyond creating binary categorizations over the domains of control orientation, agency, and
emotion. For example, in order to fashion the appropriate
messages, it is not enough to identify a patient as having
negative emotions. To address a patient, the source of their
negative emotions, eg, family, care providers, physical limitations caused by their disease, etc, has to be identified. That
would be difficult if there were three or fewer questions for
each domain. If the goal of the instrument were solely to
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9
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predict adherence so that interventions could be triaged to the
patients who were least likely to adhere and/or most likely
to respond to interventions, then a short instrument would
be possible. The more the instrument is intended to generate
interventions that are aligned with the patient’s worldview,
the longer it needs to be. Adaptive web-based versions of
the CoMac Descriptor™ therefore have variable numbers of
questions that help identify the patient’s greatest concerns.
In common with other instruments developed based
on more nuanced behavioral models, the effectiveness of
any intervention that flows from the CoMac Descriptor™
depends on the factors in the behavioral model underlying
the survey being important determinants of adherence.
There is no direct method that reveals how patients’ decisions about taking medications are made. A question of the
form, “Why are you not taking your medication?” is likely
to elicit a socially acceptable answer, if indeed the patient
could verbalize their thinking. The only feasible indirect
method for determining how the adherence decision was
made is identifying the behavioral variables, as opposed
to immutable characteristics of the patients, which best
predict adherence.

Objectives and methods
CoMac Analytics, Inc, in collaboration with Quintiles Inc.,
conducted this research with hypertension patients in support of development of a patient engagement program to
be deployed across several European countries. The objectives of the research were: 1) to determine the distribution
of patients across the three domains and eight worldview
segments; 2) to identify the level of medication adherence
associated with each segment; 3) to compare the predictive
power of the CoMac Descriptor™ to demographic variables
and other questions on efficacy, side effects, and cost barriers;
and 4) to better understand patient preferences for communication channel, frequency, and message.

Study sample
Members of Quintiles Patient Community, MediGuard.
org, and other patient panels in the UK, Germany, Italy,
and Spain were invited via email to participate in an online
survey conducted in August/September 2011. Interested
individuals clicked on an email link to access a screener
for patients to qualify for the survey. Patients were deemed
eligible if they self-reported a condition of hypertension and
treatment with at least one antihypertensive medication. The
respective country sample sizes were based on the number
of participants who responded to the email and met the
survey criteria.
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Questionnaire design
The study, including the survey instrument and the informed
consent, were approved by an external board of review.
Eligible subjects proceeded to complete the online survey
deployed in their local language: UK (English), Germany
(German), Italy (Italian), and Spain (Spanish). A drug
information pharmacist licensed to practice in each of the
study countries translated the US instrument into the local
language. Adapting the US version of the instrument to other
languages required sensitivity to cultural norms. For example,
the language for the response, “It is in God’s hands”, as indicator of external control orientation, is much more acceptable
in the USA than UK, where overt expressions of religious
faith are less common.
The hypertension questionnaire includes CAD, which
identifies three psychosocial domains related to adherence:
control orientation, agency, and emotion.21–24 The development of CAD was described in previously published research.
The CoMac Descriptor™ for hypertension was originally
developed using the language of US patients gathered in
interviews.25 The online instrument was linguistically based
in two senses. First, it was created from lengthy interviews
of patients, and second, the actual language of the patients
who had been classified as belonging to different domains
was used to craft response options in the questions.
By treating the three domains as dichotomous variables
(internal or external control orientation, high or low agency,
and positive and negative emotion), the instrument categorizes a patient into one of eight patient segments:
1. internal control/positive emotion/high agency (IPH);
2. internal control/negative emotion/high agency (INH);
3. internal control/positive emotion/low agency (IPL);
4. internal control/negative emotion/low agency (INL);
5. external control/positive emotion/high agency (EPH);
6. external control/negative emotion/high agency (ENH);
7. external control/positive emotion/low agency (EPL);
8. external control/negative emotion/low agency (ENL).
In addition to the CoMac Descriptor™ for hypertension,
subjects also completed the Medication Adherence Report
Scale-5 (MARS-5) adherence instrument, questions on
potential reasons for nonadherence (eg, cost, side effects,
and condition improvement), and demographic questions
(eg, employment status and highest level of education).
The MARS-5 adherence instrument was developed by
Horne and Weinman in 2002.26 In addition to hypertension,
it has been used as a quantitative measure of self-reported
adherence for many other conditions, eg, diabetes,27 COPD,28
bipolar disorder,29 asthma,30 inflammatory bowel disease,31
hyperlipidemia or anticoagulant therapy,32 and rheumatoid
1542
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arthritis.33 At least four studies have used the MARS-5 for
hypertension.34–37
The MARS-5 asks patients the extent to which they have
altered their dose, forgotten to use the medication, stopped
taking it for a while, decided to miss out on a dose, and taken
less than instructed. The possible responses range from “very
often” (coded as a 1) to “never” (coded as a 5). The minimum
total score for someone who answers “very often” to all five
questions is 5. The maximum possible score for someone who
answers all questions with “never” is 25. The studies cited
that used the MARS-527–37 either chose a cutoff score to define
being adherent and/or studied the correlation between the
MARS-5 score and some objective adherence measure, such
as medicine possession ratio from pharmacy data. The use of
these correlations can be problematic on several levels. One
problem is that there may not be a single underlying adherence construct that the five questions measure. For example,
patients who take less than their prescribed dosage (splits pills)
might be trying to save money and thus might have different motivations than patients who have stopped taking their
medication. If that is the case, the Cronbach alpha measure
of internal consistency for the instrument could be low, as
was found in some of the studies.29,33 A second problem with
correlations between the MARS-5 and an objective adherence measure is that the number of missed pills, even if all of
the questions are aimed at the same construct, has a tenuous
connection to the possible MARS-5 responses. For example,
if a patient selects the response “sometimes” to the question
about altering the dose, it is not at all clear how many pill
equivalents that answer indicates. A third problem, perhaps
the most fundamental, is that the health consequences of different percentages of days of missed medication just below
perfect adherence are not known. There are many articles that
define hypertension medicine adherence as 80%38 or better and
that document increased risks below that threshold, but we
could not find a single article with higher thresholds. Finally,
the variable on the other side of the correlation, typically the
medicine possession ratio, may not accurately measure adherence. Except for Italy, in the present study, the hypertension
medications were free of charge. When medications are free,
there is no immediate financial consequence of skipping doses
or throwing medicine away.
Converting the MARS-5 score as a binary, with adherence being defined as answering “never” to all five questions,
avoids the problem that there may not be a unidimensional
underlying construct to the adherence behaviors, and also
negates the problem that even if there is a single underlying
adherence construct, the relationship between the count of
missed pills and MARS-5 responses is unknown. A binary
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9

variable for perfect adherence also avoids the problem of
scant evidence on consequences of different percentages of
missed days for hypertension medications. It aligns with the
goal of having patients take their blood pressure medications
daily. A binary variable for perfect/imperfect adherence simply measures whether the respondents admit to any missed
pills in an anonymous survey. This binary variable may even
be a better predictor of health outcomes than the medicine
possession ratio. For example, McAdam-Marx et al27 found
that for diabetes patients, there was a statistically significant
correlation with this binary for weight loss, while the medicine possession ratio was not significant.

Data analysis
To score the MARS-5, responses to each question were
coded from 5 to 1, respectively, for the choices never, rarely,
sometimes, often, or very often, and then the codes were
added. Assuming that patients have a latent or unobserved
propensity to be adherent that follows a normal distribution,
we utilized probit regression. Either probit regression or logit
regression is appropriate for estimating the effect of a set of
continuous and/or binary variables on a dependent binary
variable. Although probit and logit estimation usually yield
similar answers except at the tails of the distributions, probit
is theoretically preferred whenever an underlying continuous
behavior is dichotomized into two categories – in this case the
behavior of being perfectly adherent and the behavior of not
being perfectly adherent. Logit is theoretically preferred if the
underlying process generates binary results – such as positive
or negative lab results. Logit is more popular because its results
can be directly interpreted as the odds ratios. A discussion of
probit estimation can be found elsewhere in Sandy.39
We estimated four probit equations: 1) demographic
variables alone; 2) demographic variables plus self-reported
reasons for nonadherence; 3) demographic variables plus the
CoMac behavioral clusters; and 4) the combination of all
three sets of variables. This setup allowed us to compare the
predictive power of the concerns versus the CoMac behavioral clusters. The dependent variable for the equation was
a binary metric of adherence as measured by the MARS-5:
whether a patient was perfectly adherent (score of 25) vs
nonadherent (score of ,25). “Pure guesswork” would, on an
expected basis, yield a 50% correct prediction rate. Models
with higher predictive power place a higher percentage of
the patients in their correct adherence categories.

Results
A total of 353 individuals responded to the survey, including 50 in the UK, 126 in Italy, 51 in Germany, and 126 in
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9
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Spain. Approximately 30% of the respondents were of age
61 years or older. As with many online research studies,
younger patients were overrepresented, primarily due to
their greater use of the Internet. The percentages in other
age ranges were 5% for ages 18–30 years; 38% for ages
31–50 years; 29% for ages 51–60 years; and 6% for age
70 years or above. Most patients had been diagnosed with
hypertension 1–10 years ago (68%). The percentages of
other values for years since diagnosis were less than a year,
10%; 1–5 years, 38%; 6–10 years, 30%; 11–15 years, 12%;
and .15 years, 11%. There was a broad range of employment status: 54% of respondents were employed, 28% were
retired, and 10% were unemployed.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the responses to the
MARS-5 instrument. Just over one-third of respondents
(34%) had a MARS-5 total score of 25, ie, they claimed to be
perfectly adherent. Figure 1 also shows that this conversion
to a binary variable of perfectly adherent (score of 25) vs
nonadherent (score of ,25) masked substantial differences
among the less-than-perfectly adherent patients, eg, some
patients admitting to very frequently engaging in all five
ways of not adhering, while others responded four times
with “never” and once with “rarely”.
A test of whether the proportions of the respondents
in the four countries differed in their self-reported perfect
adherence failed to reject the null hypothesis that they were
the same (chi-square, 3.4988; df, 3; P=0.321) (Table 1). This
Pearson chi-square test was a simple check on whether the
adherence results for the four countries could be combined.
There were not enough data to run the regression models
separately for each country.
Table 2 displays the prevalence of patients against the
eight behavioral clusters based on the three underlying
domains, as well as the distribution of the constituent domains.
Figure 2 displays the percentage of perfectly adherent patients
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Figure 1 Respondents by MARS-5 score.
Abbreviation: MARS-5, Medication Adherence Report Scale-5.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics, n=353 patients
Frequency

Dependent variable
Perfect adherence
120
Country
UK
50
Germany
51
Italy
121
Spain
131
Other reasons for lack of adherence
Cost
21
Had side effect
28
Avoid side effects
35
Don’t think it is effective
7
Got better
39
Demographic categorical variables
Employed
191
Some college
169

Percentage
34



14
14
34
37
6
8
10
2
11

Mean

Standard deviation

MARS-5
Alter dose
Forget to take
Stop taking
Decide to miss out
Take less than instructed
Age in years

4.48
4.22
4.50
4.48
4.52
52.03

0.87
0.89
0.97
0.93
0.97
12.69

Table 2 Distribution of behavioral clusters and the underlying
domains, n=353 patients
Percentage
Domain
50
72
64
12
25
10
7
7
6
8
25

Abbreviations: IPL, internal control/positive emotion/low agency; IPH, internal
control/positive emotion/high agency; EPL, external control/positive emotion/low
agency; ENL, external control/negative emotion/low agency; INL, internal control/
negative emotion/low agency; INH, internal control/negative emotion/high agency;
ENH, external control/negative emotion/high agency; EPH, external control/positive
emotion/high agency.
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Figure 2 Percentage with perfect adherence by cluster.
Abbreviations: IPH, internal control/positive emotion/high agency; EPL, external
control/positive emotion/low agency; EPH, external control/positive emotion/high
agency; IPL, internal control/positive emotion/low agency; INH, internal control/
negative emotion/high agency; ENH, external control/negative emotion/high agency;
ENL, external control/negative emotion/low agency; INL, internal control/negative
emotion/low agency.

by cluster. As seen in Figure 2, there are significant differences
in the rates of perfect adherence across the behavioral clusters.
The rate of the most adherent cluster, IPH, is 6.4 times greater
than the least adherent cluster, INL.
Table 3 presents the probit regression output for the four
specifications described in the “Data analysis” section. One,

submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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54
48

Numerical variables

Internal control orientation
Positive emotion
High agency
Behavioral cluster
IPL
IPH
EPL
ENL
INL
INH
ENH
EPH
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two, and three asterisks indicate statistical significance at the
0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. The standard errors
are in parentheses. As seen in Table 3, while the age variable was always negative (meaning the higher the age, the
lower the likelihood of being perfectly adherent), it was only
significant in the final specification. Being employed was
always negative and significant at the 0.05 level (meaning
that employed individuals were less likely to be perfectly
adherent). The “some college” variable was never significant.
Relative to the omitted country, Italy, there was no evidence
that the patients in the other three countries differed in their
probability of being adherent.
In regards to the reasons behind nonadherence variables,
patients’ out-of-pocket costs were never significant. This
result was not surprising given that only 6% of the respondents said that costs were a concern and as medications are
free in all European Union (EU) countries included in the
current study, except for Italy. The “side-effects-too-severe”
variable edged to significance at the 0.1 level in the final specification, but the “avoid-anticipated-side effects” variable was
significant at the 0.05 level in the second specification, and
at the 0.1 level in the fourth specification. Anticipated side
effects may have driven behavior even more than the realized
side effects. Finally, the “don’t-think-it-helps” question on
efficacy was never significant.
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9
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Table 3 Probit regression output

Age in years
Employed
Some college
UK
Germany
Spain
Got better
Cost
Side effects too severe
Avoid anticipated side effects
Don’t think it helps
IPL
IPH
EPL
ENL
INL
INH
ENH
Constant
Pseudo R2

Demographic
variables

Demographics +
concerns

Demographics +
CoMac clusters

Demographics + concerns +
CoMac clusters

-0.0025 (0.0067)
-0.3792** (0.1553)
-0.2252 (0.1451)
0.3485 (0.2359)
0.1983 (0.2353)
0.1102 (0.1687)

-0.0089 (0.0072)
-0.3919** (0.1630)
-0.2120 (0.1525)
0.4646* (0.2487)
0.2276 (0.2434)
0.1694 (0.1762)

-0.0085 (0.0071)
-0.4077** (0.1618)
-0.2206 (0.1537)
0.2126 (0.2497)
0.0931 (0.2462)
-0.1526 (0.1842)

-0.0153** (0.0077)
-0.4209** (0.1694)
-0.1983 (0.1609)
0.3109 (0.2629)
0.0967 (0.1930)
-0.1226 (0.1930)
-1.020*** (0.3383)
-0.2969 (0.3625)
-0.9970* (0.5146)
-0.7674* (0.3965)
0.6932 (0.6331)
-0.5998** (0.2701)
0.2482 (0.2065)
0.0012 (0.2797)

-0.9597*** (0.3184)
–0.2563 (0.3495)
-1.0485 (0.4792)
-0.8340** (0.3828)
0.6710 (0.6028)

-0.0974 (0.3979)
0.0282

0.3801 (0.4345)
0.1088

-0.4566* (0.2608)
0.3144 (0.1991)
-0.0134 (0.2636)
-0.9081** (0.3620)
-1.1988*** (0.3919)
-0.3908 (0.3355)
-0.5688* (0.3066)
0.5066 (0.4386)
0.0999

-0.8878** (0.3866)
-1.1893*** (0.4208)
-0.3544 (0.3524)
-0.6166* (0.3229)
1.0457* (0.4830)
0.1703

Notes: *Significant at the 0.1 level; **significant at the 0.05 level; ***significant at the 0.01 level. Standard error indicated in parentheses.
Abbreviations: IPL, internal control/positive emotion/low agency; IPH, internal control/positive emotion/high agency; EPL, external control/positive emotion/low agency;
ENL, external control/negative emotion/low agency; INL, internal control/negative emotion/low agency; INH, internal control/negative emotion/high agency; ENH, external
control/negative emotion/high agency.

The last set of variables was composed of the CoMac
clusters. Here, statistical significance was measured relative
to the omitted category of EPH, the largest segment. The IPL
segment was significantly less likely to be adherent than the
EPH segment in both the third and fourth specifications, in the
last at the 0.05 level. The ENL segment was also less likely to
be adherent, with significance at the 0.05 level in both specifications. The INL segment was the least likely of the categories to be adherent. The coefficient for that category had the
largest absolute value and was significant at the 0.01 level in
both specifications. Finally, the ENH segment showed a trend
toward significance at the 0.1 level in both specifications, with
a negative sign, as compared to the omitted segment, EPH.
The coefficients in probit regressions do not have an
intuitive interpretation, such as for ordinary least squares
regression – the response of the dependent variable to a
unit change in the explanatory variable, while all other
variables are constant. The most intuitive way of describing
the importance of binary right-hand variables in a probit
regression is the marginal effect on the probability of being
adherent by changing the right-hand variable from 0 to 1.39
Table 4 shows these marginal effects for the binary variables
that were statistically significant in the current study. One
question raised was whether the determinants of perfect
adherence differed by age and sex. The current dataset does
Patient Preference and Adherence 2015:9

not contain information on sex for all observations, so that
variable could not be used. To test whether the coefficients
of all of the variables in the third regression in Table 3 varied
by age, the sample was split into those above and those below
the mean age of 52.03 years. A likelihood ratio Chow test
indicated whether the coefficients for all variables in the
younger and older samples were different. The results were a
likelihood chi-square with 14 df of 11.99 and a P-value of
0.6073. A P-value ,0.05 would be needed to reject the null
hypothesis of equal coefficient values.
The interpretation of these marginal effects was the
change in the probability of being adherent while holding
Table 4 Marginal effects of binary variables
Variable

Change in probability of
being perfectly adherent

Had severe side effects
Avoiding side effects
INL versus EPH
Stopped medicine because I got better
ENL versus EPH
ENH versus EPH
Employed
IPL versus EPH

-0.32
-0.30
-0.28
-0.28
-0.23
-0.15
-0.15
-0.11

Abbreviations: IPL, internal control/positive emotion/low agency; INL, internal
control/negative emotion/low agency; EPL, external control/positive emotion/low
agency; EPH, external control/positive emotion/high agency.
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all other variables at their means. For example, other things
being equal, if a patient answered “yes” to the question
about having severe side effects, the probability of being
perfectly adherent fell by 0.32 relative to someone who
answerd “no”. As seen in Table 4, having a severe side
effect and avoiding side effects were the two variables with
the largest marginal effects on adherence. Four of the seven
cluster comparisons also appeared to have .0.10 marginal
effect after controlling for the concerns variables and the
demographics, which supported the importance of these
factors in understanding nonadherence.
The predictive accuracy of the second specification with
the demographic variables and the reasons for nonadherence
variables was 65.2%. As mentioned in the “Data analysis”
section, pure guesswork would have had an expected predictive accuracy of 50%. The gain from the second specification
over pure guesswork may therefore seem small. However,
it was inherently difficult to accurately predict adherence
behavior in the current study, because there was a large component of randomness, ie, patients who were observationally
identical and who differed quite often in their adherence
behavior. The predictive accuracy of the third specification
with the CoMac clusters was 66.9%, slightly above the second specification for this hypertension population, suggesting
that the clusters were capturing some drivers of behavior that
were not captured by the conventional variables. The greatest predictive accuracy came from the fourth specification
that used all of the available variables. It correctly predicted
patients’ adherence status in 70.4% of the cases.

sampled countries, the UK, Germany, Italy, and Spain, but
samples drawn with similar recruitment methods in the USA
did show a bias toward younger patients. A second potential
bias followed from the patients being younger; they likely
had simpler medication regimes than older patients. The
third potential bias was that patients who had signed up
with a patient community such as MediGuard or a market
research panel may have been more educated, engaged, and
conscientious about taking their medications, because these
patients were making an extra effort to participate in research.
The likely overrepresentation of behavioral clusters that were
more adherent did not vitiate the research design, however.
Our main interest was the differences in behavior across the
clusters, which did not depend on their relative sizes.
Another limitation concerns the dependent variable.
While our selection of perfect adherence could be justified as the binary dependent variable, because perfect
adherence is the goal of most health care providers, it
was unclear whether the difference in behavior between
the perfectly adherent respondents (those who scored
25 on the MARS-5) and the “nearly perfectly adherent”
respondents (eg, the 19% of the sample who scored 24),
would result in any therapeutic gains. Most studies of the
therapeutic benefits of hypertension medications use 80%
of the prescribed dose as a cutoff for being adherent, and
the near-perfectly adherent on the MARS-5 in the current
study were likely to have been above the point of taking
80% of their prescribed doses.38

Discussion
Our key insight from the current research was that while the
prediction of adherence is useful for triaging interventions, it
may have little value for the design of interventions, unless
the predictions are based on variables tied to the patient’s
decision-making process. The gain in predictive power of
the CoMac clusters relative to demographic variables and
the conventional variables over concerns about cost, efficacy,
and side effects suggests that these worldview clusters are
related to patient decision making. The main benefit of having worldview clusters that predict behavior is the ability to
closely tie adherence interventions to the clusters.

The nexus between the instrument used to segment patients and
the interventions used to raise adherence is strongest when the
instrument is highly predictive of adherence, and the answers
to the instrument’s questions point directly to the potential
content of messages and other interventions. The next research
phase with this instrument will be to test whether sending targeted messages to patients based on the worldview segments
will result in changes in self-reported adherence. If the results
of this proposed initial pilot study are promising, a follow-up
study could be initiated that would allow for the evaluation
of long-term adherence gains, as well as comparative tests of
the messages designed for different clusters.

Limitations

Disclosure

Our method of recruitment had two potential biases. The sample
of computer-literate subjects was expected to be younger than
the population with hypertension. We did not have figures
on the age distribution of patients with hypertension in our

An early version of this paper was presented at International
Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research,
17th Annual Meeting, June 2–6, 2012, Washington, DC. The
authors report no other conflicts of interest in this work.
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